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LL1 LL3 

LL2 LL4 

Snake Move Neck Flexion with a Twist

Neck Flexion Cervical -Thoracic Distrac�on

-

The pa�ent lies on the roll ver�cally, with his en�re spine 
on the roll—from tailbone to occiput.   He places both feet 
flat on the surface, with his knees bent.

The pa�ent places a hand on each hip and then places his 
head on the le� side of the roll, taking cau�on not to rotate 
the head.

The pa�ent lengthens the right side of his spine by 
contrac�ng the le� musculature between his le� pelvis and 
le� rib cage.  The pa�ent should feel a shortening of his le� 
side and a lengthening of his right side.

The pa�ent fla�ens his back into the roll by performing a 
pelvic �lt.  He takes a breath in and then maximally 
exhales.   When the air is fully exhaled, the pa�ent focuses 
his a�en�on on fla�ening the back further, while maintain-
ing this le�-sided shortening and right-sided lengthening.

The pa�ent repeats the stretch on his le� side.

The pa�ent now places the roll perpendicular to his spine, 
and lies on it at the mid-scapular level.   He places both feet 
flat on the surface, with his knees bent. The pa�ent takes 
his right leg and crosses it over the le� knee.
The pa�ent takes his le� hand, reaches behind the back of 
his head to find the midline point of the occiput, using the 
index finger.  (This places the hand in the center of the 
occiput and slightly to the right of the midline.)  Once this 
posi�on is located, the pa�ent places his right hand over the 
le�.  Using both hands, he now pulls the head forward, so 
that the chin comes to the upper chest. The pa�ent must 
avoid pulling the head too hard.

The pa�ent’s le� index finger remains fixed to its loca�on at 
the back of the head. Now, he drops his le� elbow in toward 
the midline of the chest, pulling the head and chin with it.
With the pa�ent’s head now fully flexed, and his chin 
slightly turned to the right, the le� arm gently pulls the head 
to the le�.  The pa�ent should feel this stretch as a strong 
pull on the right side of the neck—from the occiput  (head) 
down to the thoracic spine (mid-back—and along the right 
side into the trapezius muscle.
The pa�ent repeats the stretch on his le� side.

The pa�ent maintains his posi�on on the roll ver�cally, 
with his en�re spine on the roll—from tailbone to occiput.  
He places both feet flat on the surface, with  his knees 
bent.
The pa�ent takes his le� hand, reaches behind the back of 
his head to find the midline point of the occiput (using the 
index finger).  Once this is located, he places his right hand 
over the le�.   Using both hands, he now pulls his head 
forward, so that his chin comes to the upper chest.  The 
pa�ent must avoid pulling the head too hard.
The pa�ent fla�ens his back into the roll by performing a 
pelvic �lt.  He takes a breath in and then maximally 
exhales.  When the air is fully exhaled, the pa�ent focuses 
his a�en�on on fla�ening the back further, while maintain-
ing the above posi�on.  The pa�ent maximizes the lumbar 
fla�ening with a full contracture of the abdominal muscles.
When the pa�ent achieves maximal fla�ening of the spine, 
the pelvis may be raised slightly off the surface, crea�ng 
further upper spinal flexion.

Maintain the roll perpendicular to the spine, at mid-scapu-
lar level. Place both feet flat on the surface, with the knees 
bent.

Intertwine the fingers and place them behind the head. 
Bring the chin to throat without li�ing the forehead. Take a 
breath in and on the exhale bring the chin further into the 
throat, do this with the assistance of the intertwined 
fingers. This will result with a lengthening of the back of 
the neck. 

To further maximize this distrac�on a pelvic �lt can be 
added at the end of this movement. Hold the end posi�on.

Watch Here Watch Here

Watch Here Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AwU2HPYLdOw&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Yz32EtawQUA&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=2
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=o_AXB_U6tJg&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=3
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Bcfx7A93D68&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=4
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw
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LL6 LL8 

Supine-Thoracic Extension Knee to Chest with a Twist

Knee to chest extension Low Back Side Lying with Roll L&R

-

Maintain the roll perpendicular to the spine, at the 
mid-scapular level, although placing the roll more forward 
may be preferable for beginners. Place both feet flat on the 
surface, with the knees bent.

Take the hands and place them together and reach back 
over the head. Take a breath in, on the exhale reach 
overhead and toward the floor, passively stretching the 
mid-spine. 

Repeat the procedure but this �me add ac�ve extension of 
the mid-spine. Hold the end posi�on
Repeat the stretch several �mes along the mid-spine.

Maintain the roll perpendicular to the spine, at the 
mid-scapular level. Place both feet flat on the surface, with 
the knees bent.

Take the right foot and place it on the le� knee, then take 
both hands and grab the right knee. 
Pull the right knee into the chest but not fully, this will help 
fla�en the low back and give a stretch to our intended 
target, the mid-spine. Gently lower the neck into full 
extension. 

The knee is now maximally pulled into the chest, while the 
head is ac�vely extended and turned, chin to the right and 
back of the head to the le�. Hold the end posi�on.
Repeat the stretch on the le� side.

Maintain the roll perpendicular to the spine, at the 
mid-scapular level. Place both feet flat on the surface, with 
the knees bent.

Grab the right knee with the right hand and the le� knee 
with the le� hand.

Pull the knees into the chest. Now lower the head and 
maximally pull the knees into the chest. Hold the pull for a 
few seconds and release.

Sit on the table, or bed with the roll just off the hip. Fold 
one side of the body over the roll so the roll lies between 
the rib cage and the pelvis. If the rib cage is low, this could 
cause discomfort, in this case move the roll toward the 
pelvis.

Reach with the top leg forward; a�empt to hook the heel 
around the table or bed. 

Reach with the top arm behind and overhead a�emp�ng 
to open the chest toward the ceiling. Inhale and exhale 
several �mes while in this posi�on. 

When experienced at this procedure, the last inhale, exhale 
posi�ons are coupled with ac�ve turning of the upper body 
further into extension and rota�on.

Repeat on the opposite side.

Watch Here Watch Here

Watch Here Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A0bEnIqZj0M&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=6&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=luTxfcVMLEU&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=6
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SgRGlQ9Vw2I&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=7
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bNoOerRtI60&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=8
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw
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Low Back Supine with the Roll Hip Internal Rotators-Standing with Chair

Hip Box Hip Seated

-

Maintain the roll perpendicular to the spine, at the tail end 
of the low back. Place both feet flat on the surface, with the 
knees bent.

Lie over the roll, a�emp�ng to touch the head to the 
surface while keeping the bu� from leaving the surface. If 
the head is not able to reach the surface add pillows. 

Move the knees together to the right, hold this posi�on for 
several inhales and exhales before moving to the knees to 
the le�. 

Repeat on the opposite side.

Stand facing perpendicular to the doorjamb and place the 
back of the chair against the jamb.

Place the outer leg against the back of the chair and the 
inner leg remains on the floor in front of the chair.

Using the opposite side of the doorjamb for aid, turn the 
body (pelvis) toward or away from the standing leg.

This movement will force the rota�on to occur around the 
bent knee on the chair, and hence stretch the rotators.
Repeat on the opposite side.

Maintain the roll perpendicular to the spine, at the 
mid-scapular level.  Place both feet flat on the surface, 
knees bent.

The client takes the le� leg (ankle) and places it on the 
right thigh 3” below the kneecap.
The client now grabs above the le� ankle with his right 
hand and places his le� hand on his le� knee. This leg 
should be perpendicular to the torso and the le� hand 
helps maintain this posi�on.

The client takes a breath, exhales and pulls both the right 
ankle and right knee toward the chest--as a fixed unit.  The 
right knee should not dri� laterally. The right thigh helps in 
this movement by pushing the le� leg (ankle) toward the 
chest.  The le� hand pushes the le� knee away maintaining 
the hip box; note that the right foot will leave the surface 
as this occurs. 

Repeat on the opposite side.

The client sits on a flat, raised surface, with the hips 
perpendicular to that surface. The height of the surface 
varies depending on the pa�ent’s leg length. The pa�ent’s 
outstretched leg should reach the floor if possible.
The client takes the right foot and places it on the surface 
with the knee flat (as possible) and bent at ninety-degrees 
or less. The le� leg is off the surface, straight and 
outstretched to the le�, the le� heel upon the ground, toes 
up.
The client places the right hand on the right thigh.  The le� 
hand is placed under the right foot. The two arms are used 
to direct his torso downward along his le� side.
The client turns the upper body to the right.
The client takes a breath, exhales slowly, and lowers the 
body to the le� following the line of the right leg. With 
each successive breath and exhala�on, the client a�empts 
to turn the upper body and lower the torso downward 
along the le� thigh; it may take several exhala�ons to 
achieve the desired rota�on and lowering of the torso.
Repeat on the opposite side

Watch Here Watch Here

Watch Here Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=r_aqdkS8HqU&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=9
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EXQiYwqzaaE&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=10
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZLaFTiACeFg&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=11
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KLX5KL9Godw&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=12
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw
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Hip Standing Lower Leg Stretch with Chair

Prayer Move Standing Hamstring, Fibularis, Adductors

-

The pa�ent starts by loca�ng a surface in the home that is 
from 3-4 feet off the ground, firm is preferred over so� 
surface.

Client faces the surface square, and places the right thigh 
on the surface with the knee bent. The heel of the right 
foot should be placed to the outside of the opposite thigh.

The le� hand reaches for the right knee pulling the knee 
further to the le� side. It's important to observe that the 
right hip will try to follow the knee to the le�. This is the 
mo�on that must be resisted. The object of this move is to 
separate these structures.

With the thigh pulled to the le�, the client bends forward 
slightly from the waist, this should create more tension at 
that thigh/pelvic junc�on.

The pa�ent starts turning the lower body to the right with 
emphasis on star�ng the mo�on from the thigh/pelvic 
junc�on. Visualize turning the le� hip past the right thigh. 

Pa�ent holds the posi�on 20-40 seconds or to tolerance, 
Repeats this movement on the le� side.

Client faces the raised surface on the knees with the palms 
res�ng flat on the surface. Leaning forward the client places 
one foot at a �me on the seat of the chair then straightens 
the body.

The first mo�on is directed at stretching the front of the 
lower leg. The client brings the toes to the edge of chair 
seat, and sits his bu� down onto his heals.

The second mo�on is directed at the front of the thighs. The 
client pushes the hips maximally forward without extending 
the low back.

Client faces the raised surface on their knees with both 
elbows on the surface. The client places intertwined fingers 
under the chin.

The first ac�on is to sink into the low back arching it 
forward. This movement will lower the body and conse-
quently extend the neck, mid-back against the fixed hands 
(under the chin) and elbows (on the surface.

The client will reverse this mo�on, star�ng first with the 
low back than moving through the mid-back and finishing 
with the neck. Upon reaching the neck so�en the hands to 
allow the chin to press downward. This will help further 
lengthen the neck.

Client stands facing a raised surface, feet outside shoulder 
width. Place both hands on the raised surface, push the 
right hip back at a 45-degree angle. 
Keep a constant force pushing the hip out at this 45 degree 
angle, now drop the le� shoulder down onto the surface of 
the table and begin turning the chest to the up toward the 
ceiling. 
This turning combined with the pushing the hip outward 
will li� the pelvis and stretch the hamstring.
The second movement comes off the first movement. 
While maintaining the hip tension (45 degrees) and chest 
turn (ceiling), roll the sole of the foot (same side) inward. 
This will put a stretch on the outside of the lower leg.
The third movement is also a con�nua�on of the first 
movement. While maintaining the hip tension (45 degrees) 
and chest turn (ceiling) bend the knee of the tensioned hip. 
This will put a stretch on the opposite adductor muscle 
(groin).

Watch Here Watch Here

Watch Here Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ac95aHhNMr4&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=13
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mfzP9GtzmP0&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=15&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_JDm58S-Xis&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=15
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Q51Z6U7mS80&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=16
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw


Sit on the table, or bed with the roll just off the hip. Fold 
one side of the body over the roll so the roll lies between 
the rib cage and the pelvis. If the rib cage is low, this could 
cause discomfort, in this case move the roll toward the 
pelvis.

Reach with the top leg forward; a�empt to hook the heel 
around the table or bed.

Reach with the top arm behind and overhead a�emp�ng 
to open the chest toward the ceiling. Inhale and exhale 
several �mes while in this posi�on.

When experienced at this procedure, the last inhale, exhale 
posi�ons are coupled with ac�ve turning of the upper body
further into extension and rota�on.

Repeat on the opposite side.

LL17 LL19 

LL18 LL20 

Standing Lower Leg, Anterior Compartment Shoulder External Rota�on

Standing Calf L&R Shoulder Internal Rota�on

-

Client stands facing the elevated surface; both hands are 
placed on the surface. 

Place the le� foot in front of the right, heel to toe, toes to 
the right.

Client turns the hips to the le� (zipper to the le�) while 
maintaining a straight front leg.
The movement is completed by leaning away from the 
table (backward).

Repeat on the opposite side 

Client stands facing the seat of the seat of a chair. 

Place the le� foot on the seat of the chair, knee bent to 90 
degrees. Place the hand on the thigh close to the knee, palm 
down, thumb to the outside and fingers to the inside. Bend 
the elbow to 90 degrees.

There are three mo�ons performed simultaneously. Bend 
the knee and elbow while pulling the elbow across the body 
(to the right)

Repeat on the opposite side

Client stands facing the elevated surface; both hands are 
placed flat on the surface.

Place the le� foot in front of the right, heel to toes, and 
toes to the le�.

Client turns the hips to the right (zipper to the right) while 
maintaining a straight front leg.

The movement is completed by leaning (dri�ing) the hips 
to the le�. Make sure the tension created while turning the 
hips to the right is maintained while leaning to the le�.
Repeat on the opposite side

Client stands facing the doorjamb. 

Place the le� hand high on the doorjamb with the fingers 
reaching around the to the trim.  Take the right hand and 
grab the le� elbow from the outside.

Pull the le� elbow across the chest with the right hand.  
Finish this move by turning the right shoulder toward the 
doorjamb; remember to maintain the tension on the le� 
elbow.

The fingers of the le� hand play a pivotal role in making 
this move work. The fingers staying fixed, allow the elbow 
to pivot around the shoulder and stretch the shoulder 
rotators.

Watch Here Watch Here

Watch Here Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5W-RvMsfVdA&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=17
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PkW0rbrcErk&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=18
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3mWaMSiHsb0&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=19
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIT7udoAjNI&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=20
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw
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LL22 LL24 

Standing Wrist extended with Supina�on Standing Wrist Flexed with Prona�on

Standing Wrist Extended with Prona�on Standing Wrist Flexed with Supina�on

-

Client stands facing the table

Place the le� hand on the table palm down with the fingers 
poin�ng to the le�, and elbow straight. The chest should 
be directly over the hand.

With the right hand hold the fingers of the le� hand firmly 
to the table. Rotate the le� forearm to the le� (supina�on) 
while extending the forearm over the hand.

Repeat on the opposite forearm

Client stands facing the table

Place the right hand on the table palm up with the fingers 
poin�ng to the le�, and elbow straight. The chest should be 
directly over the hand.

With the le� hand hold the fingers of the right hand firmly 
to the table. Rotate the right forearm to the le� (prona�on) 
while flexing the forearm over the hand.

Repeat on the opposite forearm

Client stands facing the table

Place the right hand on the table palm down with the 
fingers poin�ng to the right, and elbow straight. The chest 
should be directly over the hand.

With the le� hand hold the fingers of the right hand firmly 
to the table. Rotate the right forearm to the right (prona-
�on) while extending the forearm over the hand.

Repeat on the opposite forearm

Client stands facing the table

Place the le� hand on the table palm up with the fingers 
poin�ng to the right, and elbow straight. The chest should 
be directly over the hand.

With the right hand hold the fingers of the le� hand firmly 
to the table. Rotate the le� forearm to the right (supina-
�on) while flexing the forearm over the hand.

Repeat on the opposite forearm

Watch Here Watch Here

Watch Here Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MZTmPDT9RLs&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=21
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JEl0gvkClDE&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=22
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=otb5efQvnik&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=23
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5rGSpF0pgvw&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=24
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw


LL25 Arm Across

-

Client stands facing a elevated surface

Bending from the waist sweep the le� arm across the chest 
and place it on the table. Drop the forehead over the arm 
and onto the table. 

Maintain shoulder contact with the table throughout the 
move.

With the right hand reach over the head to it’s le� side. 
Slowly rotate the back of the head to the right side. Further 
emphasis to the stretch can be achieved with lowering the 
bu�. 

Repeat on the opposite side

Watch Here

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JmCjd83-8c4&list=PLAZ_bxk9zax9wEUpO9-W9piZBp1zhpgBy&index=25
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw


LONG LEVER TO SHORT LEVER SEQUENCE

LL #1 Snake
   SL 1 Thoracic spine (Upper back)
   SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
   SL 3 Lumbar (low back)
   SL 4 Lumbar Quadratus Lumborum (low Back)
   SL 5 Lumbar iliolumbar ligament.

LL#2 Neck Flexion
   SL 1 Thoracic spine (Upper back)
   SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
   SL 3 Lumbar (low back)

LL#3 Neck Flexion with a Twist
   SL 1 Thoracic spine (Upper back)
   SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
   SL20 Upper and Lower medial scapulae (shoulder muscle)
   LL#4 Cervical-Thoracic Distrac�on
   SL 40 Thoracic and cervical ligaments

LL#5 Supine Thoracic Extension
   SL 1 Thoracic spine (upper back)
   SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
   SL 3 Lumbar (low back)
   SL 40 Thoracic and Cervical ligaments

LL#6 Knee to Chest Extension 
   SL 1 Thoracic spine (upper back)
   SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
   SL 40 Thoracic and Cervical ligaments

LL#7 Knee to Chest with a Twist
   SL 1 Thoracic spine (upper back)
   SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
   SL 20 Upper and lower medial scapulae (shoulder blade)

LL#8 Low back side Lying with the Roll
    SL 3Lumbar spine (low back)
    SL 8 TFL (pelvic muscle)
    SL 9 Quadricep with IT band
    SL 6 Gluteus maximus (pelvic muscle)
    SL 38 Transverse Abdominus
    SL 39 Abdominal Oblique

LL#9 Low back Supine with the Roll
    SL 3 Lumbar Spine (low back)
    SL 4 Lumbar Quadratus lumborum (low back)
    SL 8 TFL (pelvic muscle)
    SL 5 Ilio-lumbar-ligament (low back)

LL#10 Hip Box
    SL 15 Hip Rotators
    SL 11 Adductors, Vastus Medialis (groin, thigh muscles)

LL#11 Hip Internal Rota�on
    SL 15 Hip Rotators
    SL 7 Gluteus Medius
    SL 11 Adductors

LL#13 Hip Standing
    SL 7 Gluteus Medius
    SL 15 Hip Rotators
    SL 11 Adductors
    SL 6 Gluteus maximus (pelvic muscle)

LL#14 Prayer Move
    SL 1 Thoracic spine (upper back)
    SL 2 Cervical spine (neck)
    SL 3 Lumbar spine (low back)
    SL 40 Thoracic and Cervical ligaments

LL#15 Lower Leg Stretch with Chair
    SL 12 Quadricep (upper leg)
    SL 13 Patella Tendon (upper leg)
    SL 14 Distal Quadricep (upper leg)
    SL 19 Tibialis Anterior (lower leg)

LL#16 Standing Hamstring, Fibularis and 
Adductor
    SL 10 Hamstring
    SL 4 Lumbar Quadratus lumborum (low back)
    SL 7 Gluteus Medius
    SL 16 Fibularis
    SL 11 Adductors

LL#17 Standing Lower Leg Anterior c
ompartment 
    SL 19 Tibialis Anterior
LL#18 Standing Calf
    SL 17 Gastrocnemius
    SL 18 Deep Flexors

LL#19 Shoulder External Rota�on
    SL 21 Posterior Shoulder
    SL 23 Anterior Shoulder

LL#20 Shoulder Internal Rota�on
    SL 21 Posterior Shoulder
    SL 23 Anterior Shoulder

LL#21 Standing with Wrist Extension 
Supina�on
    SL 29 Pronators and Forearm Flexors

LL#22 Standing with Wrist Extension 
Prona�on
    SL 29 Pronators with Forearm flexors 

LL#23 Standing with Wrist Flexion 
Prona�on
    SL 27 Wrist Extensors (forearm)
    SL 31 Supinator (forearm) 

LL #24 Standing with Wrist Flexion 
Supina�on
    SL 27 Wrist Extensor (forearm)

LL#25 Arm Across
    SL 1 Thoracic spine
    SL 2 Cervical spine
    SL 20 Upper and Lower Medial Scapula (Shoulder blade)
    SL 21 Posterior Shoulder

Check out our entire video library on Youtube or click here.

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC1C5lpqaKD-dpk2XuPlmbvw

